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Abstract—Inefficient data transfer between computation and
memory inspired emerging processing-in-memory (PIM) technologies. Many PIM solutions enable storage and processing
using memristors in a crossbar-array structure, with techniques
such as memristor-aided logic (MAGIC) used for computation.
This approach provides highly-paralleled logic computation with
minimal data movement. However, memristors are vulnerable
to soft errors and standard error-correcting-code (ECC) techniques are difficult to implement without moving data outside
the memory. We propose a novel technique for efficient ECC
implementation along diagonals to support reliable computation
inside the memory without explicitly reading the data. Our
evaluation demonstrates an improvement of over eight orders
of magnitude in reliability (mean time to failure) for an increase
of about 26% in computation latency.
Index Terms—Processing-in-memory (PIM), memristor, memristor aided logic (MAGIC), soft errors, reliability, errorcorrecting-code (ECC).

I. I NTRODUCTION
Modern computing systems generally involve a separation
of computation from memory, as seen in the von Neumann
architecture. There have been many efforts at improving the
processing and memory units independently, yet recently it
seems that the majority of time and energy is spent on the
data transfer between them [1]. This presents a performance
bottleneck known as the von Neumann bottleneck or the
memory wall, and approaches for resolution include reducing
the distance between computation and memory [2] or employing several cache memory levels. While these solutions do
alleviate the issue, they still require the fundamental need for
data transfer between computation and memory.
Processing-in-memory (PIM) is an emerging solution which
introduces memory technologies that support both data storage
and computation in the same place, potentially eliminating
the bottleneck. An attractive implementation of PIM is a
resistive memory array, which employs the memristor [3] as
the basic unit of memory and computation. The memristor
is a device that represents data via its resistance, either Low
Resistive State (LRS) or High Resistive State (HRS), with the
unique property where applied voltage changes the resistance.
Memristors have several appealing characteristics, including
their non-volatility, low power consumption, high speed, and
high density in a crossbar array structure [4].
Computation in resistive memory arrays can be based on the
concept of stateful logic: representing data with resistance and
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performing calculations using memristors. One such computation technique is Memristor-Aided loGIC (MAGIC) [5], which
performs functionally complete logic gates, such as NOR and
NOT, inside memristive crossbar arrays. MAGIC operations
can be performed in parallel on all the rows or columns of the
crossbar array, enabling PIM with massive parallelism.
Memristors are vulnerable to soft errors originating from
the diffusion of oxygen vacancies (leading to state drift) [6],
ion strikes [7], [8], and environmental factors [9]. Memristive
PIM solutions are vulnerable since soft errors may change
the operands of subsequent computations undetected (leading
to incorrect results and wasted time/energy). Memory soft
errors are traditionally addressed with error correcting code
(ECC), a technique that uses redundant information to detect
and correct errors [10], [11]. ECC can be implemented along
data transfer (computed along write and checked along read)
in traditional memories with tolerable overhead [10], [11].
However, stateful logic techniques such as MAGIC do not
move the data outside of the crossbar array during computation
and therefore present a challenge for ECC implementations.
Furthermore, performing multiple logic operations in parallel
within the memory crossbar array renders ECC difficult to
update/check in-memory without hindering efficiency (since
large amounts of data can be accessed or changed at once).
We propose a novel implementation of ECC in MAGICbased crossbar arrays, centered around continuous ECC calculation (update and check) along diagonals within the memory. This follows from the fact that MAGIC operations are
performed in parallel across rows and columns, leading to
diagonals having interesting characteristics. Since additional
diagonal wires in the crossbar are not feasible, we mimic
their effect through barrel-shifters. We propose extensions
to the crossbar array to support this technique and show a
significant improvement in reliability (mean time to failure)
of over eight orders of magnitude for a modest increase in
computation latency of about 26%. This paper makes the
following contributions:
•
•
•

Discussion of ECC techniques and their implementation
in memristive memory processing units.
Proposal of an efficient in-memory ECC mechanism that
continuously updates/checks multi-dimensional parity.
Evaluation of reliability for the proposed ECC solution
compared to standard crossbar array, demonstrating over
eight orders of magnitude improvement.

III. P ROPOSED ECC T ECHNIQUE

Fig. 1. Memristive crossbar array with NOR operations in (a) rows and (b)
columns. Each scenario performed simultaneously in a single clock cycle.

II. BACKGROUND
A. Memristor Aided Logic (MAGIC)
Standard memristor crossbar arrays involve horizontal wordlines, vertical bitlines, and memristors at the crosspoints.
Stateful logic techniques for supporting in-memory processing
in these crossbars represent data with resistance and perform calculations using memristors. One such example is
Memristor-Aided loGIC (MAGIC) [5], where logic gates such
as NOR/NOT can be calculated between memristors in the
same row/column. The gate is performed by controlling the
voltages along the wordlines and bitlines in such a way that
exploits input/output memristor properties. This solution is especially attractive as it supports massive parallelism: the same
in-row (in-column) gate can be performed along multiple rows
(columns) at the same time with the same applied voltages, as
demonstrated in Figure 1. This parallelism can be exploited to
reduce computation latency [12] and increase throughput for
Single Instruction Multiple Data (SIMD) operations [13].
The overall memory is typically divided into numerous
crossbars, connected with CMOS. For example, the memristive Memory Processing Unit (mMPU) [14] is divided into
multiple banks, each of which consists of multiple crossbars.
This paper is on a per-crossbar-array basis, i.e., the proposed
extensions are applied to every crossbar array in the memory.
B. Soft Errors in Memristors
Similar to other memory technologies [10], memristors are
vulnerable to soft errors (unintentional temporary changes in
logical state). Causes for these errors include diffusion of
oxygen vacancies (leading to state drift) [6], ion strikes [7],
[8], and environmental factors [9]. These soft errors can
accumulate over time [6], [7], [15] or occur abruptly [8], [9].
Memristor-based PIM is vulnerable to soft errors since
the erroneous data affects future in-memory computation undetected, leading to incorrect results. Previously, a refresh
mechanism was proposed to improve the reliability of memristive memory [6]. This solution entails periodic full-memory
refreshes, periodically resetting the accumulated drift and
avoiding such errors. Yet, there are still accumulated soft
errors that cannot be addressed with refresh (those which
occur between the periodic refreshes). Refresh also does not
address abrupt soft errors. Note that refresh can still be used
in conjunction with the mechanism proposed in this paper.

Error correcting code (ECC) employs redundant data
(check-bits) to improve reliability and is used in memories
to avoid silent data corruption [10], [11]. ECC may provide
PIM memory with the ability to detect/correct soft errors.
We assume a PIM model where a desired function is performed by the memory controller translating the function to a
sequence of in-memory logic gates executed by the memristive
memory cells [14]. Implementation of such functions involves
input, intermediate, and output memristors (where the intermediates store temporary data used only within the function).
We focus on soft errors that occur in the function input
memristors before the function is performed and updating the
ECC afterward to reflect the newly-stored function output data.
Soft errors in intermediate memristors and incorrect MAGIC
gate calculations are left for future work.
In non-processing memories, ECC can be implemented
along data transfer using CMOS logic (with low cost compared
to data transfer) [10], [11]. That is, the ECC can be computed
when data is written and checked when read. Yet, PIM
memories make such an implementation not possible as data
can be used and altered within the memory (without being
explicitly read). Furthermore, stateful-logic parallelism makes
many implementations impractical as large amounts of data
can be used and altered simultaneously. Instead, we seek an
ECC mechanism which efficiently supports in-memory logic
operations by using the same principles as the computation,
i.e., by using paralleled memristor-based computation rather
than external CMOS circuit. This implementation must be
capable of both continuously updating the ECC as MAGIC
operations change the data, and also detecting/correcting errors
before they are accessed as inputs for a MAGIC gate.
A possible solution to support ECC for PIM would be to
calculate check-bits horizontally. For example, dividing the
memory into horizontal bytes and declaring the eighth bit of
every byte as a parity bit. Figure 2(a) illustrates this approach
for 4 bits rather than a byte. When performing a single MAGIC
operation in a row, across n rows (similar to Figure 1(a)), we
find that the check-bits could be updated using Θ(1) operations
since for any check-bit only up to one of the representing
data-bits was changed. Yet, when performing an operation in
a column, across n columns (similar to Figure 1(b)), we find
that Θ(n) operations would be required to update the checkbits – significantly hindering efficiency. Here a single check-bit
had all n of its data-bits altered in this single operation.
Instead, we propose a unique technique of calculating
check-bits along wrap-around diagonals. This solution guarantees that for any check-bit, only up to one data-bit can be
altered in any paralleled operation. This possibly remedies the
problem with the previous solution and suggests that an Θ(1)
solution is possible. In addition, we find that this solution
can be calculated independently on both leading (bottom left
to top right) and counter (bottom right to top left) diagonals, to provide error-correction capabilities through multidimensional codes [16]. We can visualize these placements by

Fig. 2. (a) ECC for PIM when check-bits are calculated horizontally. The top-right check-bit had all n of its data-bits updated in the single-cycle logic
operation (which included n = 3 gates), requiring Θ(n) cycles to recalculate the check-bit. (b) Proposed solution where check-bits are calculated on both
leading (orange) and counter (blue) diagonals (n = 3). (c) The shift pattern that emerges in the diagonal ECC: the letters shift by column index.

adding check-bits on diagonals as illustrated in Figure 2(b),
yet in Section IV we show that the check-bits are placed in
a dedicated extension. This technique trades off reliability,
complexity, and overhead in the following considerations:
•

•

The code used for check-bits along a diagonal of databits. Increased complexity leads to increased reliability at
the cost of more complex calculations and more overhead.
The number of data-bits in each diagonal code. We divide
the n × n crossbar in an imaginary grid of m × m blocks,
with check-bits for every diagonal (leading and counter)
of data-bits in every block. Smaller blocks increase
overall reliability at the cost of more data overhead.

We choose to implement a parity code for all leading
and counter diagonals on all blocks. This provides singleerror-correction capability [16] on a per-block basis since any
soft error leaves a signature of the affected leading/counter
diagonals – which can uniquely identify the single error1 .
While this diagonal technique inherently supports updating the
check-bits after a MAGIC operation, verifying the check-bits
(to correct errors) requires a separate process. We propose
specific ECC-checking before logic function execution, to
verify that the inputs are correct, and periodic full-memory
checks to address soft errors that occur in areas that are rarely
accessed. Periodic checks alone cannot solve the problem due
to the possibility of accessing data between checks.
This Section considered the concept of continuous parity:
check-bits are updated when only some of the data changes,
using only the difference between the old/new data values
without the other data-bits. Conversely, ECC in traditional
memories is typically computed using all of the relevant databits. The partial-update method can lead to a rare scenario
where a perfectly correct bit is considered incorrect (false
positive). This occurs when writing over a bit that encountered
a soft error, before the bit was checked (in either specific/periodic checks). Techniques such as locally decodable
codes2 can solve this problem and will be investigated in future
work. This paper does not deal with this rare case.
1 Note m must be odd for m × m blocks to have wrap-around diagonals
uniquely index cells. Otherwise, two diagonals may intersect in two locations.
2 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/locally decodable code

IV. A RCHITECTURE D ESIGN
We present extensions to a MAGIC crossbar array to incorporate the proposed diagonal technique in an efficient manner
which supports MAGIC parallelism. Previously the check-bits
were visualized as continuations of diagonals, yet additional
wires along diagonals substantially complicate the crossbar
structure (since memristors have two terminals). Instead, we
decide to add an additional memory named Check Memory (CMEM), to extend the original crossbar-array memory
(MEM). Each bit in the CMEM is a check-bit for some
diagonal of a block in the MEM.
The assumed PIM model enables in-memory logical function computation using input memristors, intermediate memristors, and output memristors (see Section III). When performing a MAGIC operation that writes to the output memristors (writing data that needs to be covered in the ECC), the
CMEM needs to be updated as well. For every such operation,
called a critical operation, the following steps occur:
1) Cancel the effect of the old data-bits on the check-bits.
2) Perform the critical MAGIC operation in the MEM.
3) Add the effect of the new data-bits on the check-bits.
The parity code allows for cancelling and adding effects
as desired through an exclusive or (XOR) operation. To
perform steps 1 and 3, we need to support the transfer of
old/new data from the MEM to the CMEM, where an XOR
operation between the old/new data and the previous check-bit
is performed (and stored as the new check-bit). The CMEM
requires that the data arrive according to the diagonal indices,
but the MEM’s interface (wordlines/bitlines) does not provide
this. To accomplish this, we use barrel shifters to emulate the
diagonal effect following from the pattern seen in Figure 2(c).
In order to detect/correct errors, we check the ECC on
function inputs before function execution. We assume that
function inputs are generally concentrated in the same blocks
(similar to how data is typically stored in bytes), and we
check only those blocks. Since the function can be performed
in parallel along rows (columns) for SIMD operation, then
we propose a method for checking an entire row (column)
of blocks. The row (column) of blocks is copied into the

Fig. 3. Proposed architecture consists of the MEM, CMEM, the connecting
shifters, and the controllers. Control signals are as presented in Fig. 4.

CMEM row-by-row (column-by-column) in m MAGIC NOT
operations. Then, while the MEM is free to perform other
non-critical operations, the CMEM continues by calculating
the XOR of the copied rows (columns). The vector difference
between the computed parity and the stored parity, also known
as the syndrome [17], is computed using XOR. Finally, logic in
the CMEM determines if the syndrome is non-zero (meaning
that a soft error has occurred) and then acts accordingly, with
the CMEM controller, to correct the memory soft error.
Figure 3 shows the proposed design structure. We now
describe in detail the design of each component. Without loss
of generality, we focus on leading diagonals.
A. Memory Structure
We extend the MEM, a single crossbar array, with the
CMEM which stores ECC check-bits for the MEM. While
it seems that the CMEM can be implemented via a single
crossbar array, the possibility for both in-row and in-column
MAGIC operations in the MEM forces the CMEM to be
divided into m crossbar arrays according to block diagonal
indices. Furthermore, the complexity of XOR execution via
NOR operations introduces the desire for dedicated processing
crossbars. Thus, we propose the following CMEM division, as
illustrated in Figure 4, that enables pipelining the operations.
1) Check-bit Crossbars: The check-bits are stored in m
crossbar arrays labeled 0 to m−1 (Figure 4). All crossbars are
of dimension (n/m) × (n/m) with the ith crossbar containing
the check-bits for the ith diagonal in all blocks. That is, the
memristive memory cell (a, b) in check-bit crossbar i stores
the check-bit for the ith diagonal of the block which is a
blocks from the left and b blocks from the top.
2) XOR3: XOR3 is the main operation supported in the
CMEM for both ECC update and ECC check. For ECC update,
the CMEM receives from the MEM both the old and the new
data-bits, and updates the check-bits to (current-check-bits ⊕
old-data-bits ⊕ new-data-bits). For ECC checking, the CMEM
receives m rows (columns) and computes their XOR using a
paralleled XOR3 tree. Note that XOR3 is performed with 8
MAGIC NOR operations.
3) Processing Crossbar: Although the trivial implementation is to perform the XOR3 gates in the CMEM crossbars
using MAGIC, this effectively stalls the CMEM for 8 cycles
per MEM critical operation and even more for ECC checking.
Instead, we present a pipelined model involving separated

Fig. 4. Structure of the Check Memory (CMEM): check-bit crossbar
arrays (blue), processing crossbars (yellow), checking crossbar (green), and a
connection unit (orange). Control signals connect the CMEM to the controller.

crossbar arrays named processing crossbars which calculate
the XOR3 through MAGIC NOR. The old and new data-bits
are transferred (with MAGIC NOT) directly from the MEM to
a processing crossbar, the old check-bits are transferred from
the CMEM crossbars to the same processing crossbar, and
then the processing crossbar continues with the calculation
for 8 cycles within the processing crossbar, while the MEM
and the CMEM are free to perform other operations3 .
4) Checking Crossbar: The Checking Crossbar array is a
row of memristors responsible for evaluating the syndromes to
detect/correct errors. After the syndromes for a row (column)
of blocks is computed via the processing crossbars, it is
transferred to the checking crossbar. Then, through MAGIC
NOR operations [5], the syndrome of each block is compared
to zero (to see if there are any errors to detect/correct). For
cases in which the syndrome is non-zero, sensing circuitry
in the CMEM controller (connected directly to the checking
crossbar) reads the block syndrome of length 2m. Then, a
logical function is performed in the CMEM controller and the
error is detected or corrected (with the correct value being
written into the crossbar).
5) Connection Unit: The connection unit connects between
the shifters, the check-bit crossbars, the processing crossbars,
and the checking crossbar. The connection unit allows the
CMEM controller to apply the necessary voltages on checkbit crossbars by connecting the crossbar lines vector to the
bitlines/wordlines of the crossbar arrays. This is possible due
to operation symmetry with different check-bit crossbars and
this reduces the peripheral circuitry required in the CMEM
controller. Implementation of the connection unit is similar to
shifters (see Section IV-B).
3 There are several special corner cases that should be treated. For example,
when resetting an entire block then the block’s ECC can also be reset directly
rather than being calculated through XOR. With regards to subsequent updates
in the same block, these can be both avoided in function design and addressed
using processing crossbar forwarding.

Fig. 5. (a) The basic implementation unit: m-Shifter constructed from transistors, similar to those in [18], [19]. (b) The combined shifter structure. The inputs
are data received from the MEM (either along the bitlines or the wordlines) divided into vectors of size m (i.e., bitline[m − 1:0], ..., wordline[n − 1:n − m])
corresponding to the data from each block. Each one of these groups can be shifted up to m places, to account for the diagonal effect on a per-block basis.

V. R ESULTS
A. Reliability
We seek to evaluate the reliability improvements of the
proposed architecture compared to a baseline of no ECC. In
the proposed model, ECC is implemented on a per-block basis
that is capable of single-error-correction [16]. ECC is checked
both periodically and on function inputs. For the reliability
analysis, we assume the worst case in which the time between
ECC checks for a specific bit is this ECC-checking period.
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B. Shifter Structure
The shifters receive the wordlines/bitlines from the MEM
and the row (column) index modular m. The shifters output
w
b
b
2m vectors dw
0 , ..., dm−1 , d0 , ..., dm−1 , each of length n/m.
w
b
Each vector di (di ) consists of the data-bits collected along
a wordline (bitline) of blocks for diagonals of the ith index.
These blocks are chosen according to the row (column) of
blocks which are affected by the critical MEM operation.
We construct the shifters using transistors and CMOS decoders (for the modular shift input), as shown in Figure 5.
The shifters merely reroute the paths connecting the MEM
to the CMEM, meaning that the data transfer between the
MEM and the CMEM is similar to a transfer of data within a
single crossbar array (thus parallelism and efficiency are kept).
Similar shifters have been used in other works [18], [19].
C. Controllers
Memory controllers in PIM designs extend the traditional
interface of reading/writing to include in-memory computation. Controllers for MAGIC-based crossbars, such as the
CMOS mMPU controller [14], implement this interface by
applying voltages on the crossbar array wordlines/bitlines.
The MEM controller is similar to these controllers, with the
addition of CMOS logic signals for coordinating operations
with the CMEM controller. The CMEM controller is also
similar to standard controllers since it has indirect access to the
check-bit crossbars through the connection unit. Furthermore,
the CMEM controller contains the Processing Crossbar (PC)
controllers which consist of simple finite state machines that
perform the pre-defined XOR3 steps.
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Fig. 6. 1GB Memory Mean-Time-To-Failure (MTTF) sensitivity analysis of
proposed and control designs for varying memristor Soft Error Rates (SERs).
For reference, Flash memory SER is approximately 10−3 · FIT/bit [10].

We define the sensitivity analysis as follows. Assume soft
errors of memristors are distributed uniformly and independently and have a constant Soft Error Rate (SER) λ [FIT/bit]
(where 1 · FIT/bit represents one error per 109 hours in a
specific memristor). We assume that the full-memory checks
are performed every T = 24 hours (chosen to have negligible
performance impact while still providing adequate reliability),
and find that the probability that a specific memristor encoun9
ters a soft error in T hours is 1 − e−λT /10 [17]. We assume
the memory is sized n × n for n = 1020, and that blocks are
sized m × m for m = 15.
On a per-block basis, we find that there will be no uncorrected errors in a specific block (block success) if there
are either zero or one memristor soft errors. This probability
of block success is computed using the binomial distribution.
Since the blocks are independent, then we find the probability
that the n × n memory succeeds to be the probability of single
block success raised to the power of the number of blocks. For
this analysis, we consider multiple n × n crossbars connected
to form a 1GB memory. We find the 1GB memory reliability
as the n × n crossbar reliability raised to the power of the
number of crossbars. Then, we compute the memory failure

TABLE I
L ATENCY (C LOCK C YCLES )
Benchmark
adder
arbiter
bar
cavlc
ctrl
dec
int2float
max
priority
sin
voter
Geo. Mean

Baseline
1531
12798
4051
841
134
360
295
4200
730
7919
12738

Proposed
2050
13316
4510
879
201
1101
324
5101
876
7995
13733

Overhead (%)
34.0
4.05
11.3
4.5
50.0
205.8
9.83
21.5
20.0
0.96
7.81
26.23

PC (#)
3
2
4
3
5
8
3
4
3
3
2
3.36

TABLE II
M EMRISTOR /T RANSISTOR C OUNT
Unit
Data (MEM)
Check-Bits
Processing XBs
Checking XB
Shifters
Connection Unit
Total

# Memristor
1.04 · 106
1.39 · 105
6.73 · 104
2.04 · 103
0
0
1.25 · 106

# Transistor
0
0
0
0
6.12 · 104
1.43 · 104
7.55 · 104

Expression
n×n
2 × m × (n/m)2
2 × 11 × k × n
2×n
4×n×m
2 × n × (k + 4)

rate [FIT] as the probability of memory failure in T hours
multiplied by 109 /T (finding the number of memory failures
per 109 hours). Figure 6 shows the memory Mean-Time-ToFailure (MTTF) as determined from the memory failure rate
(109 divided by the failure rate [17]). For a memristor SER
of 10−3 · FIT/bit (similar to Flash memory [10]), we find an
improvement in MTTF by a factor of over 3 · 108 .
B. Latency
To evaluate the latency overhead of the proposed mechanism, we generated different logic functions using the SIMPLER tool [13]. SIMPLER constructs a sequence of MAGIC
NOR operations to perform any logic function in the memory
within a single row. An extension of the SIMPLER algorithm
is developed to consider the additional operations required
in the proposed architecture (checking ECC on inputs and
updating ECC for the outputs)4 . The adapted tool first runs
the SIMPLER algorithm and then schedules the operations
needed in the proposed method through a greedy algorithm
that checks MEM/CMEM availability (adding cycles if they
are not available when an operation needs to occur). Table I
lists the baseline versus the proposed technique in terms of
the number of cycles for the EPFL benchmarks [20].
Our results show that the overhead to support ECC is relatively low, with the exception of the decoder benchmark (since
it involves a dense and long sequence of critical operations).
We also present the minimal number of processing crossbars
(PCs) required to perform the benchmark, noting that we
need at most eight processing crossbars (to support any logic
function without stalling due to lack of processing crossbars).
C. Area
To evaluate the additional area required for our proposed
design, we assess memristor and transistor counts for a case
4 Code

available at https://github.com/oleitersdorf/ecc-simpler-magic.

study of n = 1020, m = 15 with k = 3 processing crossbars. Table II details the distribution of the memristors and
transistors counts in the proposed architecture, focusing on the
MEM, shifters, and the CMEM. These device counts constitute
a preliminary analysis into the additional area requirements,
with specific layout and area analysis left for future work.
VI. C ONCLUSION
We present a novel in-memory ECC mechanism that improves reliability substantially. The architecture is based on
a unique technique of determining ECC along diagonals,
continuously updating and checking, to support stateful-logic
parallelism. We demonstrate a significant improvement in
mean time to failure by eight orders of magnitude for a modest
increase of approximately 26% in latency. Full layout and
circuit design are left for future work.
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